
FULL PLATE – PURPOSE LESS: 

WHEN LIFE SEEMS HOPELESS! 

(Ecclesiastes 3:16-4:3) 
 

Q. HAS there been a time when you felt badly treated, and  

     WAS that due to a person, a group, or a government? 

Q. WHY do you think being badly treated leaves us so hurt  

     and wounded, and CAN cause us to lose hope in those    

     institutions and individuals that we may feel have let us 

     down? 

Q. WHY did Moses feel badly treated in (Numbers 11:11) 

     and HOW might the outcome (11:17) give hope to us?  

 

Ecclesiastes may come from a very different culture and 

time to ours, but it clearly touches on the issues of today. 

(Chapter 3 Vs.16)  

Q. WHAT is Solomon so upset about in this verse, and  

     HOW is that relevant to every age, person & nation?   

Q.  HAVE you ever had an experience of witnessing an    
 injustice first-hand, or know one, you heard about?  

 

(Vs.17) 

Q. WHAT brings hope to Solomon as he contemplates  

     the injustice of his day and HOW might that help us  

     to better understand justice ourselves?  

Jesus described acting and relating rightly to both God  

and others (Mark 12:28-34) as a summary of the whole  

Old Testament law. 

Q. HOW should we treat others who think it is right to do  

     wrong in the eyes of our just and righteous God?     



 

(Vs.18-22) 

 Q. WHAT is the sense of hopelessness that leads  

      Solomon to the conclusion that humans are no 

      better off than animals and HOW might you try  

      to convince him otherwise?   

 

(Chapter 4 Vs.1-3) 

Q. WHAT comes to your mind when you hear the word  

     oppression, and HOW might this shape the way we 

     pursue justice today? 

Q. WHERE do you think we should be more troubled  

     by injustice and oppression than we currently are? 

Q. In WHAT ways might the coming judgment (Revelation  

     20:11-13) help us to better understand that even when  

     it may look like wickedness rules, God is still in control?   

Q. WHEN life seems hopeless WHERE do we find our  

     hope and HOW can we help to share it with others? 
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